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Abstract—Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology
allows the remote identification of tagged objects without line of
sight. Unfortunately, there are severe reliability problems due to
the air protocol susceptibility to interferences from surrounding
objects, causing false positive and false negative readings. To
mitigate this problem, sliding windows, a middleware solution
proposed by EPCglobal Inc, is commonly used.

The present work studies and compares, in the Fosstrak
platform, the sliding window data cleaning strategy with the inno-
vative SMURF algorithm that considers the stream data from the
RFID antennas as a statistical sample of the world. To correctly
compare both data cleaning strategies with statistical support, an
easy-to-use RFID Testbed Framework is developed and two new
metrics are proposed: PresenteErrors and PresenceRate. To
run an experiment, the testbed involves recording a set of physical
repetitions to then, randomly replay the recorded sessions to avoid
biased results. All the results are summarized following sampling
statistical theory to, within a certain level of confidence, correctly
compare the alternative strategies.

The research showed that the SMURF algorithm is capable
to self-adapt, without any reconfiguration, to environmental con-
ditions with a reduction of errors. The sliding window algorithm
required reconfiguration for each scenario, potentially raising
operational costs.

It is proved that the proposed testbed helps to obtain
statistical correct answers when evaluating different EPCglobal
platforms, paving the way to improve the state of art with
statistical confidence on the results. Furthermore, it becomes an
excellent choice to demonstrate such technology in both industrial
and academic contexts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology enables
various industries to have more efficient and accurate business
processes, in particular supply chains to track and trace prod-
ucts. For instance, in a warehouse, products are received, stored
and dispatched. If these transitions were logged, they can be
used to deliver useful and rich reports to the stock management
department. A feasible solution would be to deploy RFID
readers in every point of products passage to know exactly
where they are and when they transit between areas. It is also
possible to know the time that each product stays in each area,
giving a clear vision about the real state of the warehouse and
product flows.

[Want, 2006] and [Nikitin et al., 2007] talk about RFID
technology, particularly in its two flavors: short range also
known as Near Field Communication (NFC) and long range.
Both flavors have different applications with their own chal-
lenges. NFC is being used essentially with authentication
and authorization features where a proximity between the
antenna and the object is needed. The long range is being
used in a variety of use cases where identification is the main
requirement. In the Internet of Things topic, the long range
and the no need of line of sight are the most interesting
flavors since there is the need to easily identify every physical
object. Though, RFID uses an air protocol through radio
frequency waves, which are much weaker than commercial
radio broadcast signals, consequently it can be blocked or
disturbed by common objects, including the human body.

RFID technology can improve and speed up processes as
well as the awareness about the products being transacted.
Despite the advantages, there are challenges that still needed
to be addressed, the major issue is the price of the tags that
it is still too high to be used in every package. The same
regarding the standardization of the protocols and flows that
RFID systems must have. Without this, features like trace and
track-ability are not possible in a global sphere.

EPCglobal Framework. In the context of RFID being used in
the supply chain, EPCglobal Inc was created as a subsidiary of
the global standards organization GS1, that promoted the use
of barcodes. Now it supports the adoption of the Electronic
Product Code (EPC), a universal identifier that provides a
unique identity for every physical object. An architecture
framework proposed by [Traub et al., 2010] called EPCglobal
Architecture Framework was created with the goal of stan-
dardizing all the components and interfaces required for the
expansion of the technology.

The EPCglobal Framework was designed to solve a set
of constraints and application requirements identified by
[Floerkemeier et al., 2007]. The most important RFID con-
straints identified are: a) Reliability Issues; and b) Heteroge-
neous Reader Landscape.Upon these constraints, the applica-
tion requirements were identified.

The present research focuses in the Filtering & Collec-
tion Server (FCServer) module where the main RFID con-
straints are addressed and where the Data Dissemination,
Data Aggregation and Data Filtering are implemented. As
the entrance point for the antenna’s events, this module is the
responsible to clean the data noisy stream that came from the
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antennas to eliminate of dissipate as much erroneous reads
as possible. [Tu & Piramuthu, 2011], [Fritz et al., 2010],
[Darcy et al., 2009] and [Bendavid et al., 2008] pointed the
huge number of false reads as the major issue that hinders the
widespread of RFID technology.

Reliability Issues. Erroneous reads is a problem identified
by [Floerkemeier et al., 2007]. It directly affects the perfor-
mance of the system and its reliability if some events are
missed or overseen. These erroneous reads can be catego-
rized into two types: false positive readings where the an-
tenna reports the presence of the tag but in reality the tag
is not there; and false negative readings where the RFID
antenna does not report the presence of the tag despite
being there. [Foster & Burberry, 1999], [Clarke et al., 2006],
[Nikitin & Rao, 2008] and [Wu et al., 2006] present some as-
pects that could affect the antenna-tag-antenna read efficiency.

[Ahmed & Ramachandran, 2008] and [Bolic et al., 2010]
state that in a noisy environment the percentage of erroneous
reads can be up to 50%, that is, half of the antenna reads
could be wrong. To minimize the problem there are three
possible options: a) hardware solutions placing more readers
to cover the same area to avoid missing readings, it is reported
that with up to 10 readers installed the false readings can be
as low as 0.1%; b) middleware solutions where a software
layer is introduced between readers and client applications; or
c) deferred solutions where the data is analyzed later from
where the correct events are inferred.

Hardware solutions can be costly since RFID antennas
are expensive devices, and so implementation costs raises
if multiple readers in each point of control are needed.
[Jakkhupan et al., 2011] pointed out this issue and also soft-
ware configuration costs as preventing a wider RFID adoption.

Alternatively, opting for a middleware solution, the EPC-
global framework specifies a basic strategy called Event Cycles
where a period of time is used to register antenna’s events and,
at the end of that period, all tags are reported to the client
application avoiding false negative readings. However, this
strategy has some problems: i) its configuration is static; ii) the
window of time must be chosen for each scenario and it is hard
to find its value; and iii) it does not react to interferences.
Further, [Jeffery et al., 2006] state that the task to find the
correct period of time, or sliding-window, should take into
account two opposite needs: a) completeness to ensure that all
tags within reader vicinity are correctly read and reported; and
b) tag dynamics to ensure that every tag transition is detected
and correctly reported.

Completeness and Tag Dynamics. The purpose of the data
cleaning module specified by the EPCglobal framework is
to eliminate erroneous reads. A larger sliding window must
be chosen to ensure completeness whereas a shorter sliding
window may ensure tag dynamics. The former will depend
on the reader’s reliability and the latter will depend on the
physical tag movement. Both are different needs with opposite
consequences, thus the configuration of the sliding window
must be carefully considered.

The task of choosing the right configuration for the sliding
window can be observed in Figure 1 where the consequences
of both small and large windows are depicted. As shown in the
figure, when a large sliding-window is chosen, it can guarantee
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ABSTRACT
To compensate for the inherent unreliability of RFID data streams,
most RFID middleware systems employ a “smoothing filter”, a
sliding-window aggregate that interpolates for lost readings. In this
paper, we propose SMURF, the first declarative, adaptive smooth-
ing filter for RFID data cleaning. SMURF models the unreliability
of RFID readings by viewing RFID streams as a statistical sample
of tags in the physical world, and exploits techniques grounded in
sampling theory to drive its cleaning processes. Through the use of
tools such as binomial sampling and ⇡-estimators, SMURF contin-
uously adapts the smoothing window size in a principled manner to
provide accurate RFID data to applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) technology promises

revolutions in areas such as supply chain management and
ubiquitous computing enabled by pervasive, low-cost sensing
and identification [17]. One of the primary factors limiting the
widespread adoption of RFID technology is the unreliability of the
data streams produced by RFID readers [8, 23]. The observed read
rate (i.e., percentage of tags in a reader’s vicinity that are actually
reported) in real-world RFID deployments is often in the 60�70%
range [21, 23]; in other words, over 30% of the tag readings are
routinely dropped.
Unfortunately, such error rates render raw RFID streams essen-

tially useless for the purposes of higher-level applications (such as
accurate inventory tracking). Instead, RFID middleware systems
are typically deployed between the readers and the application(s)
in order to correct for dropped readings and provide “clean” RFID
readings to application logic. The standard data-cleaning mecha-
nism in most such systems is a temporal “smoothing filter”: a slid-
ing window over the reader’s data stream that interpolates for lost
readings from each tag within the time window [20, 24]. The goal,
of course, is to reduce or eliminate dropped readings by giving each
tag more opportunities to be read within the smoothing window.
While the APIs for RFID middleware systems vary, smoothing fil-
ter functionality can be expressed as a simplified continuous query
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Figure 1: Tension in setting the smoothing-window size
for tracking a single tag (dark bars indicate the tag is
present/read): small windows fail to fill in dropped readings
(false negatives); large windows fail to capture tag movement
(false positives).
(e.g., in CQL [6]) as shown in Query 1 (for a 5 second window).
Query 1 CQL Smoothing Filter to Correct for Dropped Readings.
SELECT distinct tag id
FROM rfid readings stream [Range ’5 sec’]
GROUP BY tag id

Typically, the RFID middleware system requires the application
to fix the smoothing window size (as in the above CQL statement).
Setting the window size, however, is a non-trivial task: the ideal
smoothing-window size needs to carefully balance two opposing
application requirements (as shown in Figure 1): ensuring com-
pleteness for the set of tag readings (due to reader unreliability)
and capturing tag dynamics (due to tag movements in and out of
the reader’s detection field).
– Completeness: To ensure that all tags in the reader’s detection
range are read, the smoothing window must be large enough to cor-
rect for reader unreliability. Small window sizes cause readings for
some tags to be lost, leading to false negatives (i.e., tags mistakenly
assumed to have exited the reader’s detection range) and, conse-
quently, a large underestimation bias (e.g., always under-counting
the tag population). Adjusting the window size for completeness
depends on the reader’s read rate, which, in turn, depends on both
the type of reader and tag as well as physical surroundings [13, 18].
– Tag Dynamics: Using a large smoothing window, on the other
hand, risks not accurately detecting tag movements within the win-
dow, leading to false positives (i.e., tags mistakenly assumed to be
present after they have exited the reader’s detection range). Adjust-
ing the window size for tag dynamics depends on the movement
characteristics of the tags, which, in turn, can vary significantly
depending on the application; for instance, a tag sitting on a shelf
exhibits a different movement pattern from a tag on a conveyor belt.
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Figure 1. Completeness and tag dynamics needs influencing the sliding
window size [Jeffery et al., 2006].

completeness but it also can introduce false positive readings
and also in some cases misses to report a tag transition. On
the other hand, a small sliding window, tries to guarantee tag
dynamics but it can introduce false negatives readings.

SMURF Data Cleaning Algorithm. [Jeffery et al., 2006]
proposed the SMURF algorithm as a way to balance both
completeness and tag dynamics requirements by dynamically
adjusting the sliding window size based on tag’s parameters. It
relies on the premise that the stream of events coming from the
RFID antennas are a statistical sample of tags in the physical
world rather than assuming that what is reported as “truth”.

SMURF has had a significant impact due to
its innovative approach on how to deal with the
noisy stream events. Works from [Zhang et al., 2011],
[Massawe et al., 2012b], [Massawe et al., 2012a],
[Fan et al., 2012] and [Xing & Wen-xiu, 2013] proposed
enhancements to the algorithm where other parameters like
speed and direction of the tag were introduced.

It is clear that every platform needs to deal, sooner or
later, with the erroneous reads before delivering the set of tag
events. SMURF algorithm and its derivations, like any other
data cleaning strategy, needs to be tested.

RFID Testbeds. Testbed setups are essential when a researcher
wants to test and experiment a new approach, especially
when experiments have real-world implications like RFID.
This technology suffers from reliability issues due to all the
interferences that real scenarios can introduce and so, scenarios
must be carefully tested and evaluated. In a testbed scenario
two types of RFID data can exist: a) synthetically generated
data; or b) real-world data. The most interesting type of data
is the last one, where all the real world constraints are not
“cleaned” from the evaluation. On the other hand, it is harder
to extract such expected values. So, it is necessary to have a
testbed where real world data can be collected, analyzed and
reproduced to stress and correctly evaluate an RFID system.

In such unpredictable systems, like RFID is, testing all
cases with all the possible interferences that can happen in an
experiment it is not practical. There is the need to take a sample
of possible scenarios and use statistical theory to estimate the
correct value. So, a concise and precise methodology is needed
to correctly test and evaluate the results.

Present Work. This work studies the precision and accuracy of
the data cleaning module in an RFID platform. First, an evalu-
ation assessed the performance of the Fosstrak’s implemented
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strategy. Second, the SMURF algorithm was compared the
static sliding window configurations. Finally, both strategies
were evaluated by introducing an object in the scenario that
caused interferences.

Specific metrics were designed in order to evaluate the
whole system performance in terms of presence errors and
presence time. In detail, the metric PresenceErrors depicts
the number of transition errors, and the metric PresenceRate
corresponds to the ratio between the time the object spent in
the reader’s covered area, and the system’s reported time.

With the testbed developed, technical RFID technology
demonstrations in an industry context or for pedagogic pur-
poses are possible, enabling practitioners to learn and test their
own scenarios and suggest new improvements.

A. Objectives

The aim of this work is to choose the best data cleaning
strategy for a set of scenarios. In order to reach meaningful
conclusions, a testbed and a methodology are proposed and
described, guaranteeing a correct study of the performance
of the system regarding the data cleaning module. Moreover,
the introduction of disturbances in the antenna’s read area
are studied and conclusions taken on which data cleaning
configuration performs better.

Finally and based on the present work’s conclusions, in-
sights are provided on how to improve not only the SMURF
algorithm but also data cleaning strategies in general.

Methodology The methodology used in this work is a vital
piece since it will guarantee a correct execution of the exper-
iments to allow a correct statistical analysis of the results.

Testbed Framework A testbed framework is provided where
everyone can extend and improve the existing modules to test
other scenarios or evaluating different strategies. Additionally,
the framework through the Rec&Play module, can produce
session files which can be distributed among the community
to enable correct comparisons between test runs.

B. Contributions

The main contributions of this work are: i) a testbed
framework for RFID platforms; ii) a methodology to obtain
statistical significant results; iii) metrics on how to evaluate the
data cleaning module; iv) procedure on how to find the best
data cleaning configuration; and v) comparison of the static
sliding window strategy and the SMURF algorithm.

C. Document Structure

The present document is structured with a first section with
introdutory concepts, followed by a description of the testbed
proposed and a methodology on how to use the testbed. At
the end, there is a section describing the experiments done
and also conclusions and key research points.

II. BACKGROUND

A. RFID Technology

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) allows an ob-
ject to be identified without line of sight between the ob-
ject and the reader. Detailed information about it can be

found in [Finkenzeller & Muller, 2010], [Bolic et al., 2010]
and [Roussos, 2008].

1) RFID Tags: An RFID tag is the device used to identify
an object, and it has two main parts: a) an antenna; and b) an
Integrated Circuit (IC). [Traub et al., 2010] details four types
of tags: Class-1 and Class-2 passive tags, Class-3 semi-passive
tags and Class-4 active tags. Passive tags are the basic type
of tags where all the energy needed to activate the IC is
captured by the antenna. The active tags have a power source
not depending on the radio signals to power up the IC. In terms
of range, Class-1 and Class-2 tags have the lowest range while
the Class-4 tags have an higher range due to its battery support.

2) Reader + Antennas: An RFID reader is a transceiver
device capable to send and receive radio frequency waves.
The reader through the antenna sends a radio frequency wave
with enough energy to activate the tag. Then, the tag uses
backscatter to send the identifier back to the antenna.

The communication antenna-tag-antenna is done through
the “air”, meaning that every thing in the middle can interfere
with this “link”. Water is known to absorb radio waves while
metallic objects reflect them. Further, when in the same space
there are several readers installed, collisions between them may
occur and the signal from the tag may be get lost. Yet, there
are some strategies to reduce these constraints at hardware and
middleware level.

3) RFID Middleware: The RFID middleware sits between
the low level components and the business client application.
Efforts from major organizations are being made to enforce
the standardization of both modules and protocols.

B. RFID Platforms

Fosstrak The Free and Open-Source for TRAcK
and trace (Fosstrak), designed and implemented by
[Floerkemeier et al., 2007], is an open source platform
compliant with EPCglobal Network specifications, freely
available to any company and / or researcher that wants to
use or develop on top of it. Figure 2 shows the architecture
with all the available modules. Comparing with EPCglobal
architecture, the Fosstrak platform covers all the ECPglobal
“End User” components except the “Local ONS” module.

1) Filtering & Collection Server: FCServer is the module
responsible to abstract the readers from the rest of the Fos-
strak’s architecture, with two types of connections, Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL) for raw connections and the LLRP
interface, a common interface for all LLRP complaint readers.

Fosstrak implements the mechanism specified in
[EPCglobal, 2009] to reduce the number of false readings
called Event Cycle. This mechanism is implemented
in the Data Cleaning module where it is possible to
programmatically change the data cleaning strategy. The
output of the Data Cleaning module is an ECReport
document that is sent to the Capture Application.

2) Capture Application: Before a business event is sent
to the EPCIS Repository, the capture application may request
external information about the identified object. Regarding
Fosstrak implementation, the Capture Application is built
on top of a Drools1 engine where rules can be specified.

1More information about Drools at: http://www.jboss.org/drools/
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Figure 2. Fosstrak Architecture.

Unfortunately, all rules must be predefined and can not be
changed during runtime if needed.

3) EPCIS: This module is EPCglobal-certified with a
Query Callback Interface and EPCIS Accessing Application
interfaces implemented. The EPCIS Repository stores all the
information about an event: read point, business location,
disposition and business step.

Other Middleware Platforms There are alternative RFID
platforms such as the Rifidi Edge Server2 and the BizTalk RFID
from Microsoft Corporation [Simms et al., 2009]. The former
is an open source platform and the latter a commercial suite
of solutions. Both platforms are not fully compliant with the
EPCglobal Architecture Framework.

C. Data Cleaning Strategies - Middleware

The false positive and false negative readings are the
product of the lack of reliability in the link antenna-tag-
antenna. The data cleaning module is an important piece to
minimize these erroneous reads.

As stated by [Darcy et al., 2009], the following strategies
try to minimize and dissipate the occurrence of false reads, and
they could be applied at several levels: a) physical solutions;
b) middleware solutions; and c) deferred solutions.

Middleware platforms can use strategies to clean most of
the erroneous readings. The EPCglobal Network specifies a
window of time in which the platform receives the reader
events to later report them to clients applications.

Sliding Window A sliding window is a period of time in
which the platform waits for reader events. The events are then
aggregated and reported to the client’s application. In the Fos-
strak implementation, sliding windows are configured through
the EventCycle specification where the size and duration are
defined. These configurations however, are static so they can
not be changed in the runtime.

As it was experienced, and [Jeffery et al., 2006] work
corroborates it, finding the appropriate value for the sliding

2More information about Rifidi solutions at: http://www.rifidi.org

window is not a practical task since it varies according to
the business needs and scenario conditions, forcing a tailored
sliding window value. Ideally, the sliding window size should
be adapted to the conditions to compensate the disturbances
that may appear during operation.

SMURF [Jeffery et al., 2006] introduced the Statistical
sMoothing for Unreliable RFid data (SMURF), a declarative
and adaptive sliding window technique to filter RFID reader’s
data. It views the RFID data as a statistical sample of tags in
the physical world. This assumption allows sampling theory
techniques to be explored to drive the cleaning process. The
key idea behind SMURF is that data streams can be modeled
as a random sample of the tags in the readers’ detection range.

SMURF continuously tries to adapt the sliding window
size for each tag based on the observed readings. Yet, it
must balance and distinguish between periods of tag dropped
readings and periods when a tag has left the reader area.

For SMURF, a tag event represents a sample of the state
of the world, it means that it does not assume that an event
corresponds to the presence of the tag, rather it assumes the
presence with a certain value of probability. This probability
value will directly affect how the algorithm judges the presence
of tags, dynamically changing the window size for each tag.

D. Summary and Discussion

The RFID reliability issue is a serious problem when
clients applications requires precise and accurate data. In
detail, the false positive and false negative readings can affect
the conclusions made by client systems. Therefore, the data
cleaning module must be improved to be more efficient giving
the realistic vision of the world.

The middleware platform Fosstrak is a good choice for ev-
eryone that wants to deploy an RFID system that is EPCglobal
compliant. It is open-source so it is possible to extend new
features both in academical and commercial spaces. One of its
modules is the Data Cleaning where the noisy stream of events
coming from the antennas are filtered. SMURF shows to be
a reliable and solid algorithm given its disruptive approach in
contrast with the static-sliding window configuration. Further,
it continues to be developed and improved in recent works
with new tag parameters to reduce the number of false reads
enabling more reliable systems avoiding costly solutions.

III. RFIDTOYS TESTBED

This section proposes a platform to easily test an RFID
system. The main requirements that shaped the testbed ar-
chitecture were the following: a) offer a testable platform
for RFID technology; b) a modular platform where some
components can evolve or be switched by others without
affecting the others; c) be able to change some configurations
to easily adjust the scenario if needed; and d) hide some of the
complexity to be more accessible for a wider range of users.

The RFID middleware platform could be any of the EPC-
global compliant platforms currently available. The Fosstrak
platform was chosen because it is open source and it is
available to use, extend and modify.

The developed module Rec&Play allows the recording of
a physical session to later be replayed exactly the way it
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happened. Plus, the differences of the recorded sessions can be
studied and analyzed to understand with detail what happened.
This way, the same physical session can be used to test as many
software configurations as desired.

A. Architecture

Figure 3 presents the detailed architecture diagram and
components that are described in the next paragraphs.

Physical 
Components

Fosstrak

Virtual 
world

Real 
world

Intermec 
Reader

Simulator

Capture
Application

Robot

FCServer

Data 
CleaningR

ec
&

Pl
ay

Dashboard

Robot 
Controller

Business 
Events

EPCIS
Repository

MQTT

Figure 3. Testbed architecture.

Middleware Platform - Fosstrak. For the present work,
Fosstrak did not meet all the testbed requirements mentioned
earlier in this chapter, therefore in the architecture (Figure 3),
the FCServer component was extended with the following
modules: i) the Rec&Play library to record and replay RFID
sessions; and ii) refactoring of the data cleaning module to be
able to choose between data cleaning algorithms.

1) Rec&Play: The Rec&Play was developed as a self-
contained and generic library, allowinging to be used in
a completely different domain. The Rec&Play module has
the following features: i) manage different sessions; ii) store
objects; and iii) ability to replay a session.

The most important aspect to understand is how the library
average delay is compared with the average cadence of the
expected objects. If the delay between each object is less than
2 milliseconds then, the library should be refactored or not
being used. Looking for the RFID environment and the tests
made, the cadence of received objects from the RFID antennas
were in average 57 milliseconds. So, in this case the maximum
error presented by the library will not significantly affect the
results.

The Rec&Play integration into Fosstrak’s platform was
done at the logical readers level where LLRP messages can be
read and therefore saved by the library. Similarly, the replay
functionality was integrated at the logical readers level. As a
result, it is guaranteed that both recording and replaying of
LLRP messages happen at the lowest level in the middleware
architecture.

2) Data Cleaning Module: The data cleaning module is
part of the Fosstrak’s FCServer module and is responsible for
filtering and aggregating the readings from the physical layer.

The EventCycle is the entity to filter readers events and an
new class EventCycleSMURF was created with the SMURF
implementation.

The Robot The robot was used to guarantee a flexible and
“portable” testbed. The Arduino platform3 was chosen for its
modularity, ease to use and its expandability to add more
features and functionalities. For instance, it is possible to add
a pair of arms to the robot to hold and transport objects, or
a multi-color sensor to allow the differentiation of multi-color
paths or objects. In terms of software, the Arduino platform
offers the essential tools to build and expand its source code.

[Evans et al., 2012] and [Monk, 2010] work provides ex-
tensive information on the Arduino platform and, specifically,
on how to assemble and load the software.

Minimal parts that guarantees the following requirements
were chosen to build a robot: i) receive external messages;
ii) follow a line; iii) stop for a number of seconds; and
iv) repeat a set of actions.

Figure 4 shows the components used in the robot. The
bluetooth is the bridge to send and receive messages from the
MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT)4 server. Two line trackers
are used to “see” the floor to enable to robot to follow a black
line in a white space. Finally, the Arduino board controls all
the actions to be executed.

Line Trackers Motor

Arduino
Bluetooth

Battery

Figure 4. Robot components.

1) Track: The feature to have the robot completely decou-
pled from any external guidance was considered, but it was
left as future work because of the effort needed. Instead, two
line trackers were used in the robot to enable it to follow a
black line.

On the setup, two RFID antennas were used facing each
other in both sides of an office desk. Figure 5 shows a photo
of the track used in the experiments with both antennas. In the
experiments only the closed track was used to form a closed
circuit connecting both antennas.

The track can explore different properties like the way the
tag is oriented or the way the tag moves in front of the antenna.
In addition, the speed of the robot can also be changed to
measure the impacts in the results. With this track the robot
can be more autonomous, making any number of laps.

The track is divided in segments and with a set of segments
read areas can be defined. In Figure 5, the track is divided in 8
segments numerated counter-clockwise. The points of interest
are when the robot passes from one reading area to another.

3Arduino web site: http://arduino.cc
4More information about MQTT can be found at: http://mqtt.org
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Figure 5. Track with segments and read areas.

The flag points should be marked carefully because they
will dictate the entrance and the exit of the reading areas
and therefore the time that the tagged object spends inside
a reading area. A video to demonstrate the procedure can be
found online5.

Dashboard The dashboard is the user interface for operating
the platform. It has two main components, both in Figure 6:
a) business activity monitor; and b) a robot controller. Business
events generated by the RFID middleware can be visualized in
the business activity monitor. It receives EPCIS Reports from
the EPCIS Repository. This way, it is possible to immediately
see the impacts when interferences are introduced. The Robot
Controller (Figure 6(b)) is possible to visually program what
the robot will receive and execute.

(a) Business Activity (b) Robot Controller

Figure 6. Dashboard interface: business activity and robot controller.

The dashboard is built in Javascript using the NodeJS6

runtime with several libraries that helped to speed up the
development. The communication between the server and the
client browser is done using WebSockets7 that enables a bi-
directional communication channel between both parties. The
communication between the server and the robot is done
through the MQTT server that allows an easy and lightweight
message exchange with the robot. The MQTT protocol is
specially designed for devices with sparse resources like the
robot that was built. The MQTT adoption is being pushed by
the Internet of Things community for its lightweight properties.
Further, the visual interface is based on the open source project
Blockly8. It is an extensible framework that allows a full
customization of its “blocks” not only in terms of the visual
aspect but also the output that every block generates.

5How to find the flag points video: http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/~nuno.
correia/msc-rfidtoys/demonstration-flag_points/

6More information about NodeJS at: http://nodejs.org and [Teixeira, 2012].
7More information about WebSockets can be found at: http://websocket.org
8More information about Blockly at: http://code.google.com/p/blockly/

B. Summary and Discussion

This chapter introduced the testbed and the main modules
that constitute it. The whole setup allows flexibility and
testability. This way, it is possible to easily demonstrate the
RFID technology.

The chosen middleware platform was improved with the
Rec&Play library to save and repeat physical world sessions.
The data cleaning module was refactored to allow the choice
of a different data cleaning algorithms.

The robot offers flexibility on what can be done in an
RFID experiment. The track plays an important role since it
enables the robot to flag the read areas automatically. This
is a convenient feature given that human bodies can interfere
with the RFID air protocol. Finally, the dashboard gives an
overview on what is happening in the system.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The present section describes a methodology to correctly
use the testbed platform, introduced in section III, providing
representative samples of the experiments, to obtain meaning-
ful results.

The proposed methodology is presented in Figure 7. The
ultimate goal is to obtain statistical valid results while coping
with the natural unpredictability of an RFID system.

Experiment
Definition

Record
Phase

Replay
Phase

Results
Analysis

Physical 
repetitions

RFID reader
and robot

Software
repetitions

Fosstrak + 
Data cleaning

Figure 7. Experiment methodology steps.

With the proposed methodology, only a few number of
physical experiments must be repeated so that a large num-
ber of software configurations could be tested repeating the
previously recorded sessions. Doing so, the variability in test
results will be lower and, more importantly, it will be possible
to compare test results.

A. Experiment Definition

The first step is to clearly define the experiment goals, setup
and conditions under it will be run, as well as, to select the
metrics that will be used to check if the expected results were
achieved. For the present work the metrics PresenceErrors
and PresenceRate were created. Besides, system metrics
are also considered to evaluate the overall performance of
the system: ProcessCPULoad, SystemLoadAverage and
MemoryUsage.

PresenceErrors An RFID system is expected to be accu-
rate and reliable. However, problems could appear like the
one described above. The metric PrsenceErrors can detect
counting errors originated from false readings.

The metric measures the difference between the number of
times the object entered in the reading area and its expected
number of times. A number of 0 errors should be the ultimate
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metric goal, whereas a different value necessarily means that
some error did occurred.

PresenceRate A more precise metric is the PresenceRate
where the number of errors are not taken into account, but
instead is considered the reported time. For some businesses,
the time that the object spends inside some facility is important
to be accurate.

The PresenceRate is the ratio between the reported time
spent by the object in the read area and the expected spent
time, as defined in equation 1. Let us consider an experiment
where the reported time of an object is 12 seconds and the
expected time is 10 seconds. The platform is reporting that
the object spent more time in the reading area than it should
be. With these values, the PresenceRate value will be 1.2,
meaning that the reported time was 20% over the expected. On
the other hand, if the reported time is 8 seconds the presence
rate drops to 0.8, meaning that the time reported was 20%
under the expected.

PresenceRate =
ReportedT ime

ExpectedT ime
(1)

The ideally value for the PresenceRate is 1, meaning that
the reported time is exactly the expected:

• PresenceRate = 0: the object was not detected by the
system.
• 0 < PresenceRate < 1: there are false negative readings

and they were reported.
• PresenceRate = 1: ideal scenario where the reported

time is exactly the same as expected.
• PresenceRate > 1: there are false positive readings

over-estimating the time spent in the read area.

B. Record

The second step in the proposed methodology is to record
a set of physical repetitions from an experiment. To record the
most precise sequence of events as possible, only part of the
testbed components will be used.

In this phase the FCServer component must be configured
with the LogicalReaders so that both antennas could be active
and connected. The Rec&Play mode in the LogicalReader
must be set to “record” (section III-A1). Additionally, an empty
EventCycle must be configured to activate the LogicalReader,
otherwise the LLRP messages will not be received by the
FCServer and consequently by the Rec&Play library.

The number of times the procedure’s repeat block should
be run is defined by the metric value and the margin of
error, and the metric that must be collected in this phase is
the denominator ExpectedT ime of the metric PresenceRate
(Equation 1).

For each recording session a value for the metric
ExpectedT ime is found. After a set of sessions, this value
can be summarized following statistics. What is obtained will
be a sample mean and then a population mean estimation
with a certain confidence level. For example, a metric value
of 1.2 ± 0.3(25%) seconds should be read in the following
way: “the value of the metric ExpectedT ime is 1.2 seconds

with a maximum deviation of 0.3 seconds which corresponds
to an error of a 25%, with a confidence level of a 95%”.
Following the statistical theorems, confidence level means that
for 95% there is still a 5% of probability that the time spent
in the reading area could be outside of the margin obtained of
1.2± 0.3 seconds.

At this point, there are a set of recorded sessions that repre-
sent a sample of the infinite possible sessions that could exist.
Each session is representative of the population with a specific
margin of error, meaning that any of the recorded sessions can
represent the experiment with the defined confidence level.

C. Replay

In the third step, previous recorded sessions will be re-
played to stress various software configurations.

For each data cleaning configuration, a number of repeti-
tions should be done to achieve a statistically valid experiment.
This way, each configuration should be tested where its input
is a random recorded session to guarantee the results will not
be biased by a particular session. Since the recorded sessions
are statistically representative of the entire experiment, any of
the sessions could be used to represent it.

Like in the record phase, the number of times the proce-
dure’s repeat block should be run is defined by the metric value
and the margin of error. The value ReportedT ime must be
obtained in this phase to calculate the metric PresenceRate
(Equation 1), and its value could be inspected in each repetition
to check if the margin of error is below an desired value. If
not, more repetitions will be needed to reduce the margin of
error.

D. Results Analysis

The last step of an experiment is the results processing to
draw some conclusions. It will be concluded if the initial goals
were achieved.

After the record and replay phase, the final metrics could
be calculated. All values binded with a confidence level must
be take into account that its operations are not regular additive
or multiplicative operations.

E. Summary and Discussion

In this chapter a methodology was proposed to correctly
use the testbed introduced in section III so that the experiments
can be correctly repeated by other researchers.

A correct and precise execution of any experiment is es-
sential to obtain meaningful results, especially in environments
with such variability as RFID. These experiment steps enable
an accurate comparison between results as well as an exchange
of results and conclusions among the research community.
The record phase is essential to correctly understand how
an experiment performs. More precisely, the RFID natural
unpredictability is transformed into a deterministic sequence
of events where several configurations or alternatives can be
tested in the replay phase. Hence, a concise methodology was
introduced in the replay phase to guarantee the results are not
biased by an outlier experiment sample.
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V. EXPERIMENTS EVALUATION

The number of errors introduced by the system was
analyzed and the system reported time was compared with
the expected time. Further, these two evaluation compo-
nents were discussed using the metrics PresenceErrors and
PresenceRate defined in section IV.

A. Experiments Definition

Experiments Setup Two RFID antennas were setup in a
office desk facing each other. In all the experiments made, the
robot always started on the segment I and proceeded counter-
clockwise. The term lap refers to the movement made by the
robot along all segments from segment I to segment VIII (see
Figure 5).

The maximum desirable margin of error was set to 10% to
obtain a population value estimation with a confidence level
of 95%. Each metric was calculated for each reading area, as
well as for each lap.

Regarding the data cleaning module configurations, a set
of sliding window sizes were tested and the results compared
with the SMURF implementation. The sliding window sizes
chosen were {0.5; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 13; 21} in seconds to cover a
wider range of configurations and to avoid multiple values.

Research Questions The following questions were the root of
the main goals:

1) For a specific scenario, which data cleaning configuration
offers the best trade-off between PresenceErrors and
PresenceRate?

2) What is the impact, in terms of system resources, of each
data cleaning configuration in the system?

3) Does the alternative data cleaning SMURF algorithm
perform better than the sliding window in an EPCglobal
environment?

4) Given the unpredictable nature and multiple and complex
configurations that characterizes an RFID system, can its
performance be affected by a non-stable state?

5) What are the impacts in the data cleaning performance
when interferences are introduced?

With the above questions in mind, three experiments and
a baseline were defined, with 1 and 3 laps and 3 laps with
interferences. This article will only cover the experiment
where interferences were introduced. Also, only data cleaning
metrics will be discussed in this paper for its representative
conclusions.

B. Experiments Performed

Track 3 Laps with Interferences In this experiment an
object was introduced in the warehouse to cause interferences
in order to analyze what would be its impact. In other words,
how efficient is the data cleaning module to eliminate such
interferences.

A metallic object was placed in the scenario to introduce
disturbances in the raw events of the RFID antenna. This
was obtained by placing a metallic bottle in front of the
warehouse’s antenna. Consequently, the warehouse’s covered
area changed: i) destructive interferences that partly occluded

segment III reducing the warehouse’s covered area; and ii) con-
structive interferences that partly included segment IV in the
warehouse’s covered area.

The warehouse area with the introduction of the metallic
object suffered two types of false readings. On one hand, false
negative readings by the occlusion of segment III. On the other,
false positive readings by the inclusion of the segment IV in
the covered area. The interferences were caused by an object
placed outside the covered areas.

Regarding the system metrics, the observed values in this
experiment followed the same behavior as in the previous
experiment without interferences.

Figure 8 presents the data cleaning metrics obtained for
this experiment. The introduction of disturbances caused the
appearance of errors denoted by the PresenceErrors, not
observed in the other experiments. Further, only the third lap
will be analyzed since it is the one with the most stable results.
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Figure 8. Experiment Track 3 Lap with Interferences data cleaning results.

It is visible from the graph in Figure 8 that erroneous reads
exist for lower sliding windows such as 0.5 and 1 seconds. The
other sliding window configurations were capable to eliminate
all the erroneous reads. The reason why errors are observed
only for lower sliding windows is because the time between
the disappearance of the tagged object and its appearance is
relatively short and so, bigger window sizes are capable to
ignore such transitions. This follows the completeness and tag
dynamics properties described in the introduction section I.

Analyzing the behavior of the SMURF algorithm proofs
that it was unable to eliminate all the errors. In detail, in
10 repetitions of the experiment the algorithm erroneously
reported 3 times the entrance and exit of the tagged object.
However, the effort to reduce the number of errors had a
significant impact in the warehouse PresenceRate, where
its value was 1.59 ± 0.23(14.37%) while in the experiment
without interferences was 1.20 ± 0.04(3.01%). First, it has a
much higher percentage of error and second it reported more
39% of false positive readings.

The PresenceRate for the client area remained within the
same values as in the previous experiment. Summarizing, the
SMURF algorithm was able to reduce the number of errors
but with an increase of the PresenceRate value.
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Experiment Warehouse Client

Track 1 Lap [SMURF] 1.02 ± 0.06(6.17%) [SMURF] 1.16 ± 0.05(4.41%)
Track 3 Laps [EC 1s.] 1.16 ± 0.04(3.15%) [EC 1s.] 1.19 ± 0.08(6.66%)
Track Interferences [EC 3s.] 1.46 ± 0.08(5.41%) [EC 2s.] 1.35 ± 0.11(8.40%)

Table I. BEST DATA CLEANING CONFIGURATIONS RESULTS (EC STANDS FOR EventCycle).

C. Results Interpretation and Discussion

Based on the results obtained, it is possible to choose which
is the best configuration for the data cleaning module for every
each scenario. However, there is a clear trade-off between
accuracy (PresenceErrors) and precision (PresenceRate)
that must be take into account.

Table I resumes the best configuration for each experiment
with no errors reported and the PresenceRate closest to the
ideal value of 1. Warehouse and Client refers to the left and
right areas used in the setup (see Figure 5).

When interferences were introduced in the warehouse, the
best data cleaning configuration was the sliding window of
3 seconds rather than 1 second, as it was in the experiment
without interferences.

Regarding the implications of a steady state system, it is
visible from all the experiments that the results are affected if
the system is not stable. This condition is not only concerned
to software components, since there were disturbances when
the RFID antennas were powered on.

SMURF Performance. The SMURF algorithm alternative
showed good results in all the experiments, despite not being
the best results if compared with sliding window configura-
tions. When using static sliding windows the configuration
was adjusted when the results were not satisfactory. This was
not the case with the SMURF algorithm, that was able to
self-adapt to the various scenarios to minimize the number of
errors. Overall, the SMURF algorithm performs better because
it balances the number of errors with the time reported trying
to guarantee both completeness and tag dynamics introduced
in the section I.

The SMURF algorithm showed a good trade-off between
PresenceErrors and PresenceRate. The most important as-
pect to refer is that it presents this trade-off without any manual
configuration. There are some cases, however, that SMURF
was not able to eliminate all the interferences, consequently,
reporting errors to the Capture Application. This happened
when the period of time in which there were no tag readings
was higher. The algorithm interpreted this lack of readings as
a transition.

The SMURF algorithm demonstrates that has room for
improvement, as it was observed when used in an environment
with interferences, and the PresenceRate value raised as
a way to reduce the PresenceErrors. In fact, one key
improvement would be the probability value associated with
each tag. If this probability, used as an estimation of how
present is the tag within the reading range, could be calculated
with other parameters different than those used currently, the
reading rate of the antenna, the precision and accuracy of the
SMURF algorithm could improve.

VI. CONCLUSION

To demonstrate to practitioners and researchers the func-
tioning and main benefits of RFID technology, a tool was
developed to show its “toy component”, to both industrial
and academic scenarios. This “toy” has serious applications
and allows the development of a testbed framework with a
consistent methodology for RFID system testing.

RFID systems tend to experience the natural unreliability
associated with the air protocol used in the communication
link antenna-tag-antenna, where the presence of interferences
in this link provokes the appearance of erroneous readings at
client application layers. In an industrial context this problem
is typically solved deploying more tags and / or readers.
However, this strategy is counter-productive for the vast ma-
jority of scenarios from an operational and cost perspective.
Middleware platforms can dissipate these erroneous readings.

The present work explores RFID unreliability in detail,
and provides a testbed framework to evaluate these platforms.
Precisely speaking, the present work focuses in the data
cleaning module to find its best configuration to improve
the reliability of the whole system. Eliminating erroneous
readings is a laborious task, fundamentally because there are
two opposite forces to deal with when configuring the system:
completeness and tag dynamics.

The RFID platform used as the testing system was the
open-source EPCglobal compliant framework Fosstrak. Its data
cleaning module uses static sliding window and it was com-
pared with the SMURF algorithm that uses and interprets the
RFID antenna events differently. The EPCglobal data cleaning
module uses a sliding window of time to receive and report
the perceived vision of the world to the client platform.

The testbed showed to be a rigorous and effective tool
to evaluate an RFID system. Indeed, with the testbed and
methodology proposed, it was possible to prepare and execute
a set of experiments using a repeatable and consistent process.
The Rec&Play module was of extreme importance to take
physical repetitions with the same conditions. After the record
phase, the module reproduces all the original sequence of
events. This enables to test, with the same set of inputs,
several system configurations and therefore correctly observe
the results. This way, it is possible to enhance the data cleaning
algorithms and compare them with alternative strategies in the
exact same conditions.

Regarding the system evaluation, two data cleaning met-
rics were proposed in order to evaluate the accuracy and
precision: PresenceErrors and PresenceRate. The former,
PresenceErrors, analyzes the number of false transitions of
the tagged object. The latter, PresenceRate, analyzes the time
reported by the system versus the real time the tag was in the
antenna coverage area.
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It was demonstrated that the static configurations may
become inadequate for the system to operate properly. The
SMURF algorithm was tested as an alternative and was demon-
strated that it was able to adapt its behavior accordingly to the
scenario conditions trying to minimize both false positive and
false negative readings without any manual reconfiguration.

Based on the results, it was shown that the performance of
the data cleaning module it is not just concerned to the module
itself. In the experiment with only one lap there were identified
issues affecting the PresenceRate value, one of them was the
Capture Application that introduced delays affecting the final
value. In the experiment with 3 laps the PresenceErrors
was highly affected by an unnoticed behavior when the RFID
antennas were powered on.

In this work, several obstacles / interferences sources were
removed, which provided clarity when analyzing the results.

A. Contributions Summary

RFID Testbed. A flexible and configurable testbed framework.

Test Methodology. A methodology on how to use the testbed
to correctly test several system configurations.

Rec&Play Module. A library used in the testbed to record a
session of events to later replay them.

Data Cleaning Metrics. Two data cleaning metrics were
proposed to evaluate the system performance regarding its data
cleaning module: PresenceErrors and PresenceRate.

Data Cleaning Performance Evaluation. Experiments were
made in order to find the best data cleaning module configu-
ration for a set of experiments.

RFID Demonstrator - RFIDToys. The testbed can be used as
a facilitator to make demonstrations of the RFID technology
in an industry context as well as for teaching purposes.
Moreover, the robot “toy” and the dashboard are essential parts
to better convey on communicate how the technology works.
The demonstrator has been already used in a classroom where
RFID was one of the topics discussed9.

B. Future Work

1) Experiments Performed: Regarding the experiments
made, the results showed the need to test another cases to
explore even more the behavior of the data cleaning algorithms
and therefore the behavior of the entire system.

2) Data Cleaning Module: More SMURF probability func-
tions could be studied to take into account other parameters
like environment conditions, tag movement information, or
business related parameters.

3) Rec&Play Library: The Rec&Play library could also be
improved and a public database of recorded sessions could be
built to allow practitioners, researchers and technicians to share
RFID recorded sessions globally.

9The class was done during a BEST summer course at IST, August 2013,
with 22 students from different engineering backgrounds.
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